
Introduction – the cider market 
Although the global cider market has been constantly growing over the past 15 years, the growth rate has progressively slowed down in the last 5 

years. 

In fact, we see from the last data published (AICV) that the significant increase of consumption observed between 2005 and 2015, from 13.5 

million hectoliters (MhL) to 24 MhLs, mainly driven by new regions such as North America, Australasia and Africa versus older markets such 

as West Europe and Latin America, progressively flattened out to reach about 26 MhLs in 2019.   

In addition, the distribution between regions has not been changing much in recent years… In this context, cidermakers are facing competition 

challenges and need to find new ways to boost their market by standing apart from each other. 

Among the main diversification tools, they have in hands, the choice of the raw materials and the recipe; but also, the selection of the yeast strain 

and the conditions applied to carry out the fermentation can drastically affect cider organoleptic profiles. 

In this way, Fermentis R&D selected 4 new yeast strains dedicated to ciders whose characterization will be presented in this article. 



 



Evaluation of different yeast strains through different types of cidermaking 

1. Cider 
What could be considered as a “cider” is actually very variable depending on the countries and the substrates: 100% apples, types of apples, 

addition of other fruits such as pears, usage of juice, concentrates or external sugars…In addition, the number of recipes can hugely differ, what 

makes a standard study almost impossible. 

Consequently, the characterization was based on 4 major recipes that could embrace the main problematics faced by cidermakers around the 

world: types of apples used, source and quantity of sugars, completion or voluntary stop of fermentation (to eventually leave some residual 

sugars) and fermentation temperature. 

The different recipes are detailed in Table 1. 



 



Tab. 1 Types and characteristics of the cider recipes carried out for the study. Main differences highlighted in bold red. *DAP: diammonium phosphate as source of ammonium ions, 

**SpringFerm™ and SpringFerm Xtrem™ represent respectively partial and total yeast autolysates as sources of amino acids as well as lipids, vitamins and other oligoelements. 

All fermentations have been carried out at the experimental cellar of the Institut Français des Productions Cidricoles (IFPC), French research 

institute specialized in cidermaking; in 15L glass vessels, with a standardized oxygen rate addition (1.5mg/L) and under inert atmosphere (N2). 

2. Yeast strain characterisation 
It is easily understandable that, from the traditional French sweet cider to the American hard dry cider, most of the fermentation conditions are 

becoming increasingly difficult even though nutrition and temperature were adjusted. 

It was therefore interesting to try different yeast strains through all these recipes in order to select the most diverse and appropriate ones. From 

more than 20 strains evaluated, we’ll highlight the main results for 4 of them (SafCider™ AB-1, SafCider™ TF-6, SafCider™ AS-2 and 

SafCider™ AC-4), more specifically as it relates to their robustness; and their analytical and aromatic profiles. 

• ROBUSTNESS  

• ANALYTICAL PROFILE  

• AROMATIC PROFILE  

To assess the robustness of the strains towards difficult fermentation conditions, i.e. high sugar concentration (and content in the most difficult to 

assimilate fermentable sugars, i.e. fructose), low pH, nutrient deficiency, low temperature… Figure 1 shows the kinetics as well as the remaining 

sugars at the end of the fermentation in the hard cider. 

The strain SafCider™ TF-6 clearly stands apart from the other strains as it was not able to finish the fermentation and typically left ~25 g/L of 

sugars, among which fructose was a major part. This feature was observed in most of all matrices, as TF-6 was only able to finish the 

fermentation till dryness in the English cider (high YAN, low tannicity, then less inhibition and more O2 availability, high temperature), 

highlighting the bigger needs of this particular strain and the fact that the selection can be crucial depending on the cidermaker target. A higher 

sensitivity to high concentration of SO2 (50 mg/L maximum) is as well to be noticed for this strain. 

https://fermentis.com/en/knowledge-center/expert-insights/cider/exploring-cider-profiles/#tab_robustness
https://fermentis.com/en/knowledge-center/expert-insights/cider/exploring-cider-profiles/#tab_analytical-profile
https://fermentis.com/en/knowledge-center/expert-insights/cider/exploring-cider-profiles/#tab_aromatic-profile


 

Fig.1 Kinetics follow-up through the American hard dry cider recipe. 



 



 



Focus on French Traditional Sweet Cider – Strain Baseline 
Relying on the expertise of IFPC and their trained taste panel specialized on French traditional sweet ciders, professional tastings have been 

carried out on French cider experiments, both stopped with around ~30 g/L of residual sugars (called “Brut” ciders in French). The specificity of 

this tasting was to assess first the global fruitiness of the ciders with two major descriptors: (1) “Fruity/Floral” corresponding to fresh fruit 

(apple, pear, banana…) feeling; and (2) “Cooked fruits” related to ripe or processed fruits (like compote), aromas that are not necessarily looked 

for but adding complexity to the final cider. After this evaluation, it was then asked to tasters to detail fresh and cooked fruit notes to identify the 

aromatic drivers for each strain and to evaluate off-flavors as well, such as phenolic and sulfury aromas. Finally, a simple evaluation of the basic 

tastes was done: Sweet, acid, bitter and astringent. 

From these tastings, SafCider™ TF-6 (especially) and SafCider™ AS-2 were scored as the highest in fresh but also cooked fruits, whereas 

SafCider™ AC-4 was judged less expressive and predominantly oriented towards freshness; and SafCider™ AB-1 was more discrete (data not 

shown). 

More interesting were the detailed fresh fruits perceived by tasters as shown in Figure 4.  Obviously, sensory characterization of all ciders was 

driven by detection of apple notes, but SafCider™ TF-6 scored high for most of the fruits, especially banana-pear and red fruits. SafCider™ AS-

2 and SafCider™ AC-4 respectively exhibited more citrus and floral notes, whereas SafCider™ AB-1 was mainly centered on apple. 



 

Fig.4 Detail of fruity/floral notes for the French sweet cider. 

Both these  general and detailed notes are actually quite well related with the production of aromatic compounds highlighted in the previous 

paragraph; with higher production of isoamyl acetate by SafCider™ TF-6, offering thus more aromatic intensity but enhanced aromatic 



complexity towards the other fruits as well; followed by SafCider™ AS-2 and SafCider™ AC-4, the latter producing mainly ethyl esters such as 

ethyl octanoate;  which could explain these red fruits and specifically floral notes. SafCider™ AB-1 was the less exuberant and expressing more 

the raw material thanks to its quite discrete aroma production 



 



 


